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Simulation may be traced back to the beginnig of time -- be it the

make-believe world of the child at play, or the adult make-believe world of

the stage. The imetus for moderh scientific simlation came with the develop-

meat Of atao computers in the 1930's; and progressed even further when the

electronic digital comuters were created. The very defWition of an analog

comuter contains the notion of simulation, vzr,, a device which sin-lates

some mathematical process and in which the results of this process can be

observed As physical quantities, such as voltages, currents, or Shaft positions.

While there is no doubt that the analog computer represents one aspect of

simulation, the truly new simulation tivances came with the digital computer.

in the peat two decades. Since the development of Mark I by Howard Aiken And

since Eckert And Mauchly designed the tremendous strides have been made

in science and technology ascribable directly to the flourishing new computi n

disiie .

The revolutionary impact of the electronic computer on our society

may well be equal to that of atomic energy -- and may actually surpass it In

the long run. A direct consequence of the comuter is the burgeoning activity

which collectively goes under the nage, "simulation." The growing awareness

and popularity of this field of activity is evidenced by an article in e

Week in which a parallel is drawn between the group of simulation expert$ and

the group of painters Iow as the Futurists. Just as the art works might

bear no direct resemblance to the subjects for Vhich they were nawd so the

matwmatical formuas, flow diagrams, and coputer outputs bear no direct

resemblance to the physical world which they simulate. Moreoverp this symbolic

aft "represents a massive assault on tr-adition -- in this case, the traditional

art of.mans ing large organizations." (9) This assault -, involving scientifc
systems analysis and simultion techniques Pw first occurred on mltay sytmI

problemsp but more recently has found its way into business and industrial

system prablem as vell,
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To apprise the current work in simllation i* the general purpose Of

this paper. In the course of iW reviev of this &areas the paper by John Harlng,

"SimulAtion Techniques in Operaitions Research &- A Review," (7), apea& to
co~letely satisfy ivr objective. His opening remarks draw attention to the

fact that "simulation" Is a somewhat i-Ll-defined Subject and that considerable

confusion exists in the termimology employed, and he goes on to say:. "The

term 'Monte Carlo, is presently So.What fashionaible; the term 's~aulaton'

is to be preferred, because It does not suggest that the techaique is lI Wted

to what is familiar to statisticiaft as A, sanplims experimen-t." (7, p 307)
Be equates "Simulation" with "Monte Carlo methods" UAn thereby imoiles a ma"h

mers restrictive usage of simaulation than Is intended in the present aufy

The term "simulation" has recently become very popular, and probably

somewhat overworked. There are May AM sundry definitions Of simulation, Oan

a review and study of some of these should help in gaining a better perspectIve

of the bro-A spectrum of sirmilation. Webster only provides the fundamental

notion that simulation is an act of "assuming the appearance of, without the

reality." Thomas and Deemer (24~) suggest the following paraphrase of Webster:
"o simulate Is to attain the essence of, without the reality." Note that

the substitution of "essence" for "appearance" mekes the vital difference

between the scientific SMd the casual use Of simulation. It not only Is not

neoessary that the simulator not "appear*" asIts real-life couterpat, bout
frequetly attemt to imitate reality closely may be detrimental to the

purposes of the simulation. For axe=' le, to expedite the tr-A~Mng of pilots

a relatively accurate duplication of the cocpit is necessary for the trainer,

but to duplicate the buflw whole of the airplane would defeat the purpose of
the simuilator. Thom"asnS Deemer advise that "Ve should deplore the tendency-
to introdue trappings and ornaments In ika&t1 to gain the 'Wepual
of reality when It Is the 'essence' which we nee4." p. 5)
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In a technical dictionary (9) the term '"simlator" is defined A

fol lows:

A physical system which is analogous to a model under

study (as, for instance, an electric network in which the

elements are in correspoindence with those of an economic

model). The variables of interest in the odel appear as

physical variables (such as voltages aid currents) ard my

be studied by an examination of the physical variables in

the simulator. (9, p. 267)

This definition covers Vhat is norsally considered siwlation when

€o~shed by analog or dit COnuters. Nonetheless, it -is not the

universally accepted definition, alternatives being proposed by practically

each separate field of ap-lication.

Thus, in the area of Operations Research, Harling states: "By alma-

lation is meant the technique of setting up a stochastic model of a real

situation and then performing sanpling exper ts upoa the nmdel. The feature

which distinguishes simulation from a mere samling experiment 1n the classical

sense is that of the stochastic model." (7, P. 307) As noted above, this

definition of simulation is equivalent to the Monte Carlo technique; and Is*

In fact, awst identical vith the definition of the latter provided by

As S. Householder:
The Monte Carlo method may briefly be described as the

device of studying an artificial stochastic model of a

physical or mathematical process . . . The novelty (of the

Monte Carlo method) lies rather in the su estion that

where an equation arising n a nonprobabillstic context

dem a numerical solution not easily obtainable by stand-

ard numerical methods, thre ay exist a stochastic process

with distributions or paramters vich satisfy the equation#
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and it my~ actually be more efficient to construct such a
process and compute the Statistics than to Attempt to Us6
those standard methods (8 .V).

WhI-e- the Monte Carlo Method tepresents A Very powerfulA and useful

teschnique in simlation, it does not encoup-ass #ll the legitimate scientific

asPoects of siulation.

la their book, ystem, zngUnering, Goode and machol give a half doafn
or more examples of simulation in vhich the Monte Carlo Method Is used in
queueing pr~oblems. They do not, however, take the foregoing definition in-
stead, they define simulation to be "the study of A, system by the cut-and-try

eXaminationi of Its Mathematical representation by Means of a large-scale
commuer. (6, p. 40O3) While there Might be isom ob~ection to the qualifiet

that a "large-secale computer" be the anas of the study# 00-duw
certainly most be grantead. This is an operational definition, and as such It

propoles More or less exact procedures to be followed'in executing apog
of simulation. specifically,. Goode and Machol (6, pp. I4-.10) propose a
series of steps including the choice of computer (analog or dig.tal, in
particular); construction of the computational fnow diagram (it being assubed
that the mathematical model of the system has been formulated); determination

of preliminary (analytical) solutions; choice of cases to be treated, with a
view towar'd reducing the numer of runs; data reduction awd analysis (sow- to
be done run by run); sa consideration, of the simlation, of humaun beings _y

soms sluple analytical function or by actual Inclusion In the simAmion).

Another type of working definition is propsdite field of ~NW-4

Mont Science. Here# simulation Is conceived as "the science of employing

ooto na 4= mdels as degcription for the purposes of (1) leazning, (2)
sezzimentiags (3) predictng in managemsat problems" (23). A aiml 4 efto
which oespec oifialy delimits the area, of oosideration, Is the foUlovin:
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The systematic abstrec-tion and partis.]. duplication

of a phenomenon for the purposes of effecting (1) the trans-.

fer Of training from a synthetic environment to a real

envimonment; (2) the analysis of a specific phenomenon; Or

(3) the design of a specific System in terMs of certain
conditions, behavior, acd Mechanisms. (1, p. 6)

The behavioral scientist, accustomed to laboratory e~perimentation~o puts it

even more directly: "By simulation,, we mean a technque of substitutiog a

synthetic environment for A real one mw so that it is possible to work under

laboratory conditions Of control", (10).

The foregoing definitions range in emphasis fro& a sagpling plan
(which distorts distributions in Order to obtain relatively efficient eatinetei

of the parameters) and the mere use of a large-scale computer, to a simple

delineation of the area of inquiry. What they have in commn Is an attempt to

substitute other elements for some or all Of the real elements of a System.

Perhaps the simplest and mast direct definition of simulation to merely the
act~~ ofrUsnt~ some -g-pecu -of t he ,rea wo]db umber orotesybl

that cam be _esUlyManilated in order to facilitate Its study. In this

sense, simulation is One of the oldest Analytical tools.

However sigiulation is defined, there remains the problem of selectin

the appropriate elements of a system to be simulated. Which aspects are rep-.

resenteod, and how they are represented, constitute the distiaguishing chamac
teristics of the different typs of simaulation. Hopefully, these considerations

should also provide for the =eAn'nfu classfication of 4imul4tio types.

After an e~chaustive search of the lIterature, and several. ponths'

cogitation, the writer was reluctantly forced to concl4e that there is no

31
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co*-letely adequate taxonowr of sig.ilation types. Perhaps some day! a reason"!*l
basit V=ill evolve for c-Lassfying simulationl types into major and subordinate
ctagories, &A the practitioner vi-32 be assiated thereby; but at the present
time, very little can be done in that direction.

About the beat that has been proposed (ace for exaftlep i. J. Good
())is a singlet continuum on whicoh the model is clasuified according to -its

degree of abstraction :from the reali-life system,, operation, Or procedure.,
Thus, the focus Is ont the simuilation, uodel and its relationship to its reel-
life counterpart, fT-is conceptual basis for ordering slawilation types

()At one ettreme of this continuu the real system itself can be
used AN the "Model" to gain Imovile about Itself. lowever direct and
81*10 it might somad, it is usuall-Y neither practical nor feasible to
dfesaines the inherent properties of a system by observing Its operations.
Limited time and resources often force the use of shorter# loe expesive
methods than the "Identitysmuaio.

(2) only one step removel from the real-life Instance Isa the attempt

to replicate it vith the highest degree of fidelity, by mean of an oper-
ationa model of the system in its normal environment. A SAC mission

flovn to test the air defenses of the United States Is an eample of an
sstial replication of a Var situation. Ene:W bombers are replaced by

SAC bombers; aDC fires no weapons. Such "replication sinzilation" really
Involves very little abtato -rM rea ity, and also provides very
little gain; except to make possible the limited stud-y of selected
dangerous or future eituation. A subcategory of this classificaton
migbht Involve essential replication of opera-tional gear whles eqzloYIng-

abstracted inputs. A case In point Is the Air Defenise Comumod's S8s9em
Training -Program (discused baloy).
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(3) Next, along the continuum, the replication might be atteoted

in the laboratory instead of in the field. Here it is necessary to choose

the relevant features of the real system for representation in the labor-
atory, and also to decide on the means of such representation. A system

may be made up of such diverse elements as people, hardVare, operatiag

procedures, mathematical functions, and probab-lity distributions. A
laboratory model might consist of the actua replication of some element8

and the abstraction and substitution by symbolic representation of others.
It should be noted that every kind of substitution is possible: people

are often simulated by hardware, but the reverse is also done. A wide
rage of simulation types is encoiassed by "labrator smuation,"

perhaps is best exempliie by operational gami4g
(4) More clear-cut abstraction from reality is involved in the

cotlete "comuter simulation" of a real system. In some circles this It

the only admissable type of simulation. There is no room for hian beings
or real hardware components in this model of the system. Al aspects of

the system must be reduced to logical decision ruzles a-n operations vhieh
can be programed. If the model of the system consists only of math-
emtical functions, the simulation is said to be deterministic. If it

also includes probability d4stributions then it is It ochastic Thai type
of simulation is quite comn in operations research, dth a popular
examole being a "computer sinalation" of a (hypothetical) business firm.

(5) The ~hest degree of abstraction leads to the complete
"analytical simniation," wherein the real system is represented cometely

by mas of a mathematica! model And a solution (at least theoreticall)

can.be obtained by analtica Essntially the problem here to
that of solving a set of equations. Even if a closed form io not aval-
able, approximte methods (includin )te Carlo) can be e-ployed e

Ssolution. The least and the highest degrees of abstraction - "Identity
atio nd complete "a8nalycal simulation" - _- not be of o h

experimatal value, but they do provide use" conceptual bounds for
the eIXMaltoU cMOUinw
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Neted-for further classification. - -While the foregoing considerations

provide a fundamental1 (philosophical1) contitu~U on which simulation types Might

be ordered, it 12 not sufficiently discriminating. The bulk of the simulation

Studies reported in the literature would fall into one or twVo categories only.
Further, more detailed distinctions could lead to generalized principles and
thus to the full development of a discipline of simulation. The additional

dimensions of simulation cannot be adequately determined at the present rudi-

mentary stage of development of this field.i

dchotoous classif iCations. -- What is frequently done s an alter-

native IS to break the total field Of simulation into two classes. Comnly

encountered exa=Ies of such dichotonr, or polarity, is determiistic

stochastic; deductive s. inductive; aaslt ical & physical;, computeriued-

ma~nual.- or ome of the many variants of these. An important consideration

Is the absence Or presence of at least one himn being in the sinalated model.
While, this seems to offer a real distinguihig charateristic, it does hot
help nearly as much as anticipated. There can still be stochastic models which,
awe simulated entirely in a computer, or by means of a conputer And people.

For this reason,, the writer discarded an earlier plan in which the primary

dichotomy vas into "automat on~- slmuati on" and "biowaimulstion." Differences

ina simulations that are fully computerized ad those that involve human beings

may be useful,. but should probably be subordinated to more fundamental Classi.

fication concepts.

Even this crude classification scheme muay provide a useful guide In4
planning a simulati on experiment. As a general rules increasinag experimental

control can be attained by moving In the direction of a com-Plete wtbematical

modal, but mfortnately this usually Is associated with decreasing realsm.
The more that is Jiova about the properties of an element of a system, te

better can it be 4=404ted Imperfectly vaerstood system elements probably

should be used "as Is" Un the model' rather than, aprodted. In a probabliti
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manner or by decision rules. Adequate simulation of a system, in the labora&toky

requires a detailed system analysis with particular attention paid to the

functional structure of the various tasks and the operations to be performed

by the human beings -in the system. Since the human actions are certainly Of

& stochastic natures realistic simwulation of a mm-mchine system can best be

accomplished by having the humn elements in the wKxal.

Classifi-cation by objctve.-- An alternative breakdown of simulation

activities can be made accotdllng to the purpos or objective of the simulaition.o

The principal categories usually emloyed are eyaluationoI W and

de nstratiph. With the emergene of very l arge miliayc~n n oto

systems the old trial-and-error method had to give way to simulation as the

primary technique for the design and developet of such Systems, as wel,

for the evaluation of alternative solutions to system problems. Again, in

the implementation and operation of such systemas slaflation has been found to

be a very effective device for training. Not obly have simulators beau

employed for individual flight instruction in place of expensive and dangerous

procedures, but silar1 efficiencies have been realized in training groups In

total system operations through simulation. This is one of the chief objectives

of management games as well as the specific training program of uiitaz7

system. In the demonstration role, simulation serves a a sme of

Indoctrination -- to exhibit the feasibility of a complex system.

Simatio as a Research Tool

While this very brief account of the uses of ailation for evalu-p

ration, demonstrations and training Immediately points up its value, some

definite Indication of the advantages of simultion as a research tool In the

AtwIy of Couplet system seems to be In orde-r. First of all, the real system

in the field I. not as amenable to control as A, 4=494a1= of It. At the

as tins there Is no Interruzption of the anmgoing acUtites -in ozider to
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conduct the research. Also, productive research req~uires the taking of

quantitative meaurementas which again can better be aecoplshed in A, *I=-
lation study than by observation of the actual system.

These primary Advantages are really the advantages of the laboratory
over the field, regardless Of whether it iB a chemistry l-abora-tory or a dIgital-
cotputer laboratory. Simuantiou as a research technique has more specific
advantages:

(1) it cea wopeso or SMandreal -time. A business operastion of
a year can be simulated in minutes in order to atud4y long term trends or
to study the operations under varying* alternatives.* On the other a.
the process can be slowed down to per~mit the note detailed study of

critical situ~ations.
(2) it provides the ability to exerWmet tes agpsnd evate0 new

systems or proposed changes to existing systems inA adac of having to
Mke firm ccuitments. Aside from great economy of times simulation of
this type makes it possible to consider hypothetical systems- which w-
be dangerous or im- ossible to try any other way. An interesting example
Involves the p rocedure the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory emloyed In
desinl and constructiMg the MArk I perceptron for the autoatic
identification of simple patterns. They fis-e~srted by silation

on a computer (IBM T04&) that much an experimntal machine comlod be bunlt.
()it makes for more economical exprinttin both In time an

money. A complete "computer simulation" of a system usually can be rm In
very short time once the program has been developed. However, the cost
of creating a larg-cl coue sim~lation pogram ca be prohlbitiue.
Usually it 1. Justified becaome of continued wiperimenttion with the
model but on occasion the payoff my be so great as to justify 9Y4& a

iit permitsa the replication of weximents, wer 6.ifeawt

conditions.* An L~ortant exaplo is the replication of economic tIM-
serIe ss vUic Just cocl not be accocm.ishe& without *4'sima2am*
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Review of Si lation ACtivities

Extent of literature. - The acceptance of siul-ation has been
widespread as indicated by the lver growing number of simulation studies.
Prior to 1951 there was nothing in the scientific literature on this subject.
The mst recently published bibliography (18) contains 344 entries (incldIng

6 other bibliographies) and except for one reference ("A Simltiied War
Game," 1897) the earliest article is dated 1951. Two other bibliograph-ies
merit pecial mention. Malcolm (14) presents what he terms "a fair saw-nlii
of simulation literature to date." Concerned primarily rith the application

of simulation to = ement problems, he subdivides the 165 titles into

industrial and military applications and separates simulation games from the
rest. The Other (15), while not specifically addressed to si~muation presents
477 references to the closely allied subject of systems research. One of the

interestin aspects of the latter bibliography is that it also contains a

topical outline of the field and each reference is assigned to one or more of

the classification categories. The extent of the literature on simulation ha

grown to such immense proportionsj in so short a time, that the truly
scholarly exploration of this field looms as a formidable effort for all but

the mst serious student.

No attept is made here to review the content of different sinu-

lation studies. The objective is only t4 indicate the scope of such studies.
One such collection of 17 studies appears in the report of "System SimlAtion
Byqoslum" (22). These include typical inventory-control, scheduling, c

handling, and waiting-line problems o the industrial side; related problem

on logistics system peculiar to the military, as well as military "laboratory
simulation," Incorporating systems of men and equipment; and even sown

methodological considerations directed at increasing the speed of saumlation

sa statistical problem associated with Monte Carlo saqillg.
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As regards the technicalI aspects. of simulation, the results or current

research activities appear, principally, in the Operations Research journal,

specialized statistical joumbales, amd Publications or Various research Institutes

and symposia. of special interest Is the report of the first symposium on
the M~nte Carlo Method (8) ad two subsequent symposia (20, 21) on the afe

Oberational g9amInk. i, The simulation studies that have attracted

the most attention it recent years My be described by the generic termw
gaw"- intends& to cover Such activities ax var gaming, business management

gaws, and operational gaming In general. In their excellent article, Thoms
ad Deemer (21i) first distinguish the basic concepts of simulation, Monte Carlo,

and operational gaming;- present a brief review of some of the theory of -ame
of stratqg; and thent coqpare the approaches of guaig and nn-gamng techniques
to competitive situastions. The role of operational gamning in best 631priessed
In their vardoe;

Although szmation and )Mte Carlo metbods

are often used In gaming we feel that the essence
of operational gaming lies rather In Its emphasis

Go the plyn Of a .There is pj~e" to

fornlt a game, playing to slea gam, An
Playing to Ma present knowledge of a game.

Thus we define overat.1on"" 4isnig as the serious
use of Ri;I as a :primary device to foralats

a W- to solve a iEWa or to iNqebr somth f 
the solution of a j . (24., p.6)

Un p=actica applications, the tecbni~w of gaming is 41=4
prftclpeW at pawvi44g prcUce In vwking through alternative seem~ces In

awmiderable 4aeta. Vithin the fzinvrk of a particulair gaw certai U-sat
vaaeima ca be altered to proide imrble variations e Mben hMnmtea
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participate in such games, they not only gain practice in comprehending the

consequences of particular moves and sequences of everats but also gaint Some
Insght- into the perspective of the participants.

The development and present usage of management games is reviewetd
by Joel Kibbee (11). He Stressed the i4ortance of cozputers in this area,

and discusses the building of mode-is and prograzaing of mailgement games. it

;should be remembered that non-computer or mahual business games (e.g.,. as

developed by Stan-ley Vance at the University of Oreon, AMd by John L6
Kennedy at Princeton University) have considerable merit as tools for munig.-

ment training and development as ell.

ManadmW, control,. -Perhaps one of the most powerful tools for
manegement control of large-scale programs is the activity konf as PUT

(Program Evaluation Review Technique).i This system of charting the key miles--tonex-

into a network for the accomplishment of an objective, dependent on mny and

diverse factors, was first developed in conjunction Vith the Polaris Program
(13). As a result of Such management control, the Polar-is program became

operational two years earlier than originally acticipated. A similar tecaniqtae

developed for the Air Force by Douglas Aircraft Company in conjunction with
the Skybolt program Is PEP (Program Evaluation Procedure). Inependently,
Wright Air Development Division programmed a Univac 1103A for PEP analyses.
The PTdP p ,--rogram evaluation techniques nov are being extended to almost

all Arzr, Navy, and Air Force weapons systems (12) A~g othe %Orte
based methods for monitoring schedules is SCAN~S (Schedulingan Cnrol bOY

Automated Network Systems),. developed at System Development Corporation. 10e
aspect of these techni ques which is especially germane to the them of this

paper is the optimidzation of networks through simulation. DY devising- a
.computer siuain of the scheduling tehnqe alentive Lna eint

decisions can be tri,:p and from the outpixt an opti--'alsoltion can be
deterained. Closely related to these types of progras Is the Decision Gaing

work reported by Dr. Vasonyl (0~).
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Stocial BeM viorl. -- Turning to another area,. El-is Scott (17)
et -Us attention to dozens of studies on simulation of social processes being

carried out in universities and research la~boratories from coast to coast.

His survey is concered with research In the behavioral sciences vhich use

couuters; in the simulation of social behavior. The studies rage from
experiments in interactions and conformity of small groups, to intergroup

relations in the coaiunity,, to the behavior of an entire society and inter'-

natima relations.

Vehcurgaffic. -Still another area which is receiving re

and More attention. is that of vehicular traffic control. While the earliest

works, by 9. 9. Goode, 0. F. Neell1, and others, onlyv date back about six

years, the activity has been gaining considerable someatum since theft.

Research IS going on in all- parts of the country. The extent Of the fatiomal,

Interest Is evidenced by the conference on transportation research convened

by the National Acadeqr of Sciences in late 1960. About 150 participants fvft
government, Industry.. universities, wan research institutions met to review
and formulate a program of resea~h on transportation In the United States.

A later conference (16) was devoted exclusively to the utilization of
simulation as a resear'ch tool in the areas of highwayr and vehicle Iqmrove-

mat, tmaffic control and enforcement, and driver and safety education.

An exa=Je of a physical mo~del for studyring drvrpromance,

car constructions ad road design Is the "driving simulator" at the UCA

Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering. The cab of this si-mm
lator consists of a standar'd stto mao on a treadmill of- steal rofle"s,
which faces a 10--ft -hUgh semicircular sc=ven and with a small, screen on the
car's reaw window. Movie projectors throw trafflc scenes on both screes= d
a battuy of Instirm=ts reco4 changes In steerngftee Wvemnto acceLeratio,
braking, and In the driver's breathIag rate and In auctIOma stress.
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Although the ultimate goal is to consider the total system, including
the driver and the traffic, at this stage of development of methodology, it

seems Vise, to distinguish "driving simulation" from "traffic siMul-ation."

Early work On traffic simulation vas restricted to one or two lanes Of very

short stretches of highway, and required inordin-ate amts of cozzouter time.

Nonetheless, such work pointed to the feasibility of ruin~ng simula--tion studies

of traffic flow. A much more extensive ftriel of expressway traffic fl-ow has

been developed at the Midwest Research Institute, &Md is reported by Glickstein

and Lev ~)

The foregoing review points to Many exciting And cha-U-lenging

activities - emerging asl A. result of the development of the digital electronic

computerp the use of simulation, and the increased aw aes of the '*system

approach." Thus,. the stud~y of law-r-e, comlex mn-mchine system Nas become

Just a trial-and-werror experimentation. has 'been a respected tech-.

aique In the development of the classical sciences,. so -in the study of coolex

systems the new techniques of simulation may be employed to explore and to

define the problem itself. The direction and course of study of a man-machine

system should be permitted (at least in the early stages) to be altered and

restructured during the simulation and according to Insights gained frm thew

s4=1ulation Itself. =hi use of simulation as a new kind of researc0h tool Is

perhaps the outstanding feature of such laboratories as RAMD's Logistics

Systems Laboratory and SDC' Systems Simulon Research Laboratory, discusood

bolby.

NEWS.- Sa tire laboratories have been built to exploit 4i140100

for teachinr-g purposes and evaluation of systems. Perhas the first such

facility to be conceived (in 19435)s but which wos not funded until l930 and
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then took eight years to build3A, is the Bima1ator at the U.S. Naval war College
at Newport#, Rhode Island. This facility and the exercise conducted i-n it is
called MzS (Naval t.ectrontic Warfare Sizmlator). At the e~ ftesse

is a ve61y la,-e analog computer (knofn as the Damge Computer) vh-ich is
designed piirri-ly to assess darnage And to provide feedback to the several
forces playing, to ±indic ate their remainiing effectiveness.* The exerc ire It
primarily a training device an used in war gaming, in the final stages of

tactical traliig Of navalI Officers from the fleet.

SPL.- - Another laboratory in which almation was, empiloyed as the
principal tool was the Systems Research Laboratory (9EL) of The RAND, Cor-porastion.
Prom 1951 to 1-954. th-is laboratory employed simulation to generate stimuli for

the study of information processing centers. The essential features of a radar
site were created in the laboratory and by carefully controlling the Synthetic
inputs to the system and recording the behavior of the group it was possible
to study the effectiveness of vsarious man-machine combinations and procedures.

j=-- The research in SHL evezitually gave rise to the Air Defense

Cownd'sI System Training Program (IsT) - probably the largest-scale amm-
lation effort ever attempted. STP is nov in operation throughout the United

Staesas el asin lasaCanada, and Europe. Training exercises are
conducted in the normal working environmeat at the radar sites, direction
centers in -the SAOX system, Division Headquartersadhge couiands

Pundamental to this Vast program is the creation of problem materials by
mans of an IBM 7090 and special off-line and ZAM equipment. Through ahs

nsw synchronized radar pictures for large areas of the country re siamlated
along with other inputs required by the operating system, e.g, flight plea
Informtiou Intelligence end weather information, and commands from Wge'

hadqluarters. Alts various lists and naps are prepared tor the trainers to0
&alsis themiobeigenrco g crew ation in order to furnish

feedback on system8 performance to the crvlM iaitl after each exercise.
Throuh silatiou of this teIt is possible to provide anerIse of air
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defense procedures and regulations, applicaible either in peac e or in Var
situations, at a fraction of vhat It vould cost Vith -replication simulation.-

I$.In 19$6, the Logistics Systems Laboratory (ISL) vas estab-
listhed at AM under Air Force sponsorship. The first stud y in this laboratory7

involved the simulation of two large logistics aystems for purposes of comparing
their effectivezidess under different governinog policies ad resources. The
system consisted of men and machine resources together wi-th Policy ruled on
the use of such resources in simuwlated stress situations such a Var. Te
simulated environment required a certain amount of aircraft in flying, and
alert states while the systems' capability to meet these objectives vere
-limited by mlfunctioning parts, procurement and transportation delays, etc.
The human participants represented mlAnagement person~nel whIle higher echelon
policiesin the utilization of resources were simulated in the computer. The
ultimate criteria of the effectiveness of the systems were the number of k-ir-'
craft in commission and dollar costs. While the purpose of the first study in

LL was to test the feasibility of Introducing new procedures into an existing
Air Force logistics syatem and to compare the modified system with the original

one, the second laboratory Problem has quite a different objective. Its
purpose Is to Improve the design of the operational control system throug~h the
use of sinzlation. A complete description of this study Is presented by

Oesuler and Steger (3)

ASDEC* A somewhat different type of facilit. in which simulation
is employed to test and evaluate electronic system is the AMpled Systems

Development 9valuation Center (ASDEC) of the Naval Electronics laboratory st
San Diego. Recently the Navy Tactical Data System vas 'being evaluated. The

operational system was simulated by means of actual hardware components such4
as the Univac M4160 computer and cardboard mocpW of dis-play and control
equipment. The facility Includes an analog-to-digital computer which generates
syuthetlc radar data used in the testing of operational systems
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-S StUy - Pdrhaps the 1arpe-st cirigle -tep leadinG to the

expioitation of simulation for research purposes was the Feasibility Stud
(2) conducted by the National Bureau of Standards. The broad objectives Of
this study are best indic-ated in its Opening paragraph:

This report presents the results of a study
of the feasibility, desUn,. and cost of a large-

scale tool to be used in a research prograM on

man-machine systems. This tool facilitates the
simulation of complex weapons systems for 1purposes

of laboratory experimentation with humar. subjects
in the system feedback loops. -It -is intended to
aid in the optimization of sytem performance

through studies of man~machine dynamics. it inw,
corporates capaibilities vhich represent a sub-
stantial1 advance over those of existing facilities

for research on man-bachine systemsu.
Feasibility was demn ntaed through the actual designs implementat ion and
operation of a scale mo~del. of the desired facility. The work done at the
National Bureau of Standards provided the fundamental guidelines and philosophy

for the more ambitious laboratory facility built by the System Developn

CoryoratIom in Smnta Monica.

SSRL .-- Recognizing the i~ortance of recent work in simulation, as
veil as recognzin th meed for continued and expanded supprt for the further

development of this area, with particular emphasis on its use In the study of
complex maa-=uchiUe systems, SDC decide to create a general-purpose, computer-
based, faciliy in which such research could be conducted. Plans for the
System Simuastion Research Laboratory (SSRL) were Initiated IA late 1959v

M, d the Loaratory becam operati onal in 1961.
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The physical facility includes about 20,000 square feet. The main

exwperimental operations space is a room approximatel-y 45 x 50 feet with 20-

foot clearance from floor to ceiling. It is coviletely surrounded by A
elevated observation area. Thi large room may be divided into appropriate

smaler areas by means of movable vaUs. Adjacent to the large, gh-celig

space are smallerp standard height experimental areas, which also my be

adjusted in size and shape to acconzdate the operations An observation

requirements of specific projects.

A basic concept in planning a laboratory of this kind is the dis-

tinction between universal-type and projectpecific type equipment. Of the

former type, the most itpotant is the general-purpbse digital computer, a

Philco 2000 system, Another major piece of equipment is a transducer that

permits human beings and other real-time elements of a system to commmaicate

with the computer. Such a real-time switch and storage unit (RL-l-l),

designed and built at SDC, is completely integrated with the comptter. An

internal telephone system (up to 120 stations), a public address system,

recording facilities for any audio line, more than 20 teletypewriters, CRT

situation and tabular displays, and a closed-circuit television system round

out the general-purpose equipment of the laboratory. The specific hardvsxre

requirements for the first couple of projects include special desks ad

student-input devices, and controller facades.

Another basic concept is a general-purpose prograing system.

Perhaps some day there will truly be a general-purpose si=ulation progrm

which will greatly facilitate the execution of research proJects. FOr the

present, however, the only geneality is the basic utility progra sys f0,

the Pbh-.co 2000 operating with the RL-l01 and certain standard subroutinee.

A special problem oriented language, kown as MJVIAL and patterned after Alol

(the International Algebraic Language) is used at SDC. The principal effort

involved the preparation of a JOVIA Translator for the PI lco 2000. Alno,
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an executive contro! program has been developed vhich takes cognizance of the

requirements introduced by the RLmlo1 and of the unusu nature of the

applications of the Phlco 2000.

The new laboratory is expected to enhance the pre se t research

efforts of SDC ad to open entirely new avenues of research endeavor. In the

former category are a numer of reseaxch projects that have necessarily been

liited in scope. but which can now be broadened because of the new facilities.

One such area is that of automated teachi-g. Successful research -i this area

has been conducted at SDC for several year but the constraint of a single

student to the teaching machine has been a severe limiLation. This made the

gathering of statistical data very time consu.ing. Also, ary potential appli

caton of automated teac~g techques it the academic or the m1itar or

industrial organizations would certainly require more efficient means than

-individual tutorin. Thusp the next stage in this research effort involved

the creation of a Computerized laboratory School System (CLASS), made possible

in SM~r.
Another exam-e of resent reseach at SDC which can be expanded

through the medium of the new laboratory is the study of Management Control

Systems. Rese rch accom-lishments to date consists of a. "eomputer simixtIoo"

of the behavior of a business system. This model enables the study of the

reaction of the organization to specific changes under alternative sets of
decision rules. As interestin s the cu--ter smlton mht be, It

be found lack'n in a basic Ingredient iofar as acceptance by real-vorld

mers is concerned. Tht ingredient Is the true human variability In

decision making The particular model certainly can be made more valid -

albelt, more complex and less controllable - by introducing mn decision

makers at certain critical points in place of decision r4es. Such a
"loboratory pftion" models at a later phase of th research, Is c -

teuwlated in aSm.
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The first new research endeavor to exploit the SSRL facilities is a

study of a terminal air txaffic control system operating in a post-1970 air

environmet. Projected increases in traffic volume and aircraft speeds indicate

that terminal control zones i Uincrease in size and viU therefore include

many' irports within a single complex. Coordination among many air orts of the

control of high density traffic of attviely differing performance characteristics

poses significant problems of organization and planning. it Is believed that
in order to effect the safe, orderly ad expeitious flow of air tra fic in

a term-ial cozi~lex, there vill be a need for a new plfibnn agency in addition

to the control agencies in intimate contact with the details of the environmeht.

The general purpose of this project is to investigate the functional Inter-

actions among the control Agencies, and to evolve alternative hypotheses re-

grd-ing superordinate plannin Agencies.

in the first phase of the project the configuration sim-uated is an

air traffic control system for a two-airport terminal complex. The system

consists of representations of various agencies for each of the two airports.

Some of these agencies include human operators vhile others are represented
co etely by automatic processes. The objectives of Phase I are to study

inter-airport coordination problems and to identify significant variables for

future systematic Investigation. Additional plannn and coordination

functions vill be added in subsequent configurations as they are Indicated by

Phase I results. This project - involving a "laboratory si=ation" model

is on excell-et example of the utilization of the best aspects of the broad

range of sImultion techniques in order to experiment with a complex en-

machine sytm.

In the wide range of simulation work reviewed in this paWr two

distinct activities stand out, neither one taing weh cogalzne of %he

other. On the one hand# sloilation work is being done in the Operations

Research field which may be classified largely as "computer sSMuadtion." O12
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the Other hand, there is the group of behavioral tacienttists, experimetaal

psychologists in particular, engaged in the simulation of environmenttal

conditions vhuch may be called "laboratory simulation." Each of these, grolva

could learn a great deal from the other. Furthermore$ there is increasing
evidence that "pure" simulation will have to be modified if it is to s~tzan

the test of validation. What is necessary is the Marr~iage of the two

approaches -a realistic possiblity in the new man-machine system laboratory.
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